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Abstract— Terahertz (THz) band (0.1-10 THz) communication,
which is envisioned as one of the key wireless communication
technologies of the next decade, exhibits an extremely large
bandwidth at the cost of an extremely high path loss. The
unique distance-dependent behavior on the available band-
width in THz communication interrelates all THz properties,
and affects the design and performances within and across
the physical, link and network layers. More specifically, the
limited transmission power, combined with the high path loss,
requires the use of directional antennas (DAs). High DAs have
a clear impact at the link layer as well as the network layer,
where relaying becomes a requirement. In this paper, optimal
relaying strategies for THz-band communication networks are
investigated. More specifically, a mathematical framework is
formulated and used to study the optimal relaying distance
that maximizes the network throughput by taking into account
the cross-layer effects between the channel, the antenna, and
the physical, link and network layers. Numerical results are
provided to illustrate the importance of accurate cross-layer
design strategies for THz networks.

Keywords—THz band communication, cross-layer design, op-
timal relaying strategies, directional antennas.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, wireless data traffic has signifi-
cantly increased because of the way today’s society creates,
shares and consumes information. A growing demand for
higher speed wireless communication substantially stimulate
this change. For instance, wireless data rates have doubled
every eighteen months over the last three decades and are
quickly reaching the capacity of wired communication sys-
tems. Following the trend of drastically increased data traf-
fic, wireless Terabit-per-second (Tbps) links are expected to
become a reality in the close future, saying, next five to ten
years. Terahertz (THz)-band (0.1-10 THz) communication
is envisioned as a key technology to satisfy the need for
such very high data-rates [1].

For many years, the lack of compact and efficient ap-
proaches to generate and detect THz-band signals has lim-
ited the achievability of THz-band communication systems.

However, within the last several years, outstanding progress
has been achieved towards the development of compact
THz-band transceivers and antennas. Different technolo-
gies has been considered to date, ranging from Silicon
Germanium [2] and compound semiconductor technologies
based on III-V semiconductors [3], to photonics devices
such as Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs) [4] and, more
recently, plasmonic devices based on novel materials such
as graphene and other 2D nanomaterials [5].

The THz-band provides wireless communication THz
devices with an unprecedentedly large bandwidth (several
tens of GHz to a few THz) [6], [7]. The main phenomenon
affecting the propagation of THz-band signals is the absorp-
tion by water vapor molecules. For communication distances
beyond a few meters, molecular absorption defines multiple
transmission windows, each of them tens or hundreds of
GHz wide. In this cases, physical-layer data-rates in the or-
der of hundreds of Gigabit-per-second (Gbps) and few Tbps
have already been demonstrated, even with low-complexity
modulations [8].

In parallel to the development of THz-devices and phys-
ical layer mechanisms, there is a need to investigate new
network solutions for very-high-speed wireless data net-
works. In [9], an Assisted Beamforming Medium Access
Control (MAC) protocol for THz-band communication net-
works was presented. This protocol relies on the 2.4 GHz
channel to synchronize the transmitter and the receiver and
schedule the data transmission through the THz channel
using beamforming. The THz MAC protocol in [10] relies
on the use of high-speed turning DAs to overcome high path-
loss at THz-band frequencies and establish links beyond
one meter. The protocol guarantees tight synchronization
between transmitter and receiver by relying on a receiver-
initiated handshake and the steering system control of DAs.

The need of highly DAs simultaneously in transmision
and reception introduces further challenges as we move
up in the protocol stack [1]. Prior to routing, one of the
key questions to answer relates to the optimal relaying dis-
tance in multi-hop communication links. Due to the unique
distance-dependent behavior of the available bandwidth, the
reduction of the transmission distance results in a twofold
benefit. On the one hand, as in any wireless communication
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system, for a fixed transmission power, the SNR increases
and higher order modulation can be utilized to increase the
actual data rate. On the other hand, because of the be-
havior of molecular absorption in THz frequencies, shorter
distances also benefit from a substantially larger transmis-
sion bandwidth, which again contributes to the increase
of achievable data-rates. However, the need for more hops
to cover the same distance and the computational cost of
relaying data at multi-Gbps or even Tbps pose a constraint
on the system design. As a result, there is an optimal number
of relays or, equivalently, an optimal relaying distance.

In this paper, we investigate optimal relaying strategies
for THz-band communication networks. More specifically,
based on the unique distance-dependent bandwidth prop-
erty of THz-band communication networks, we formulate
a mathematical framework to derive the optimal relaying
distance that maximizes the network throughput by taking
into account the cross-layer effects between the channel,
the antenna and the physical, link and network layers. We
also provide numerical results to illustrate the performance
of the proposed relaying strategies and the importance of
cross-layer design strategies for THz networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We summa-
rize the related work in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we describe the
system model, including network topology and operation,
channel and DA models, and MAC and neighbor discovery
protocol models with DAs. Then, in Sec. 4, a directivity-
sensitive buffer and queueing system model are developed,
based on which, the analysis of the directional queueing
system is formulated. The simulation results is provided in
Sec. 5. We conclude in Sec. 6.

2. Related Work

Existing multi-hop relaying strategies designed for lower
frequencies cannot be directly applied in the THz band,
since they do not capture the aforementioned peculiarities
of the THz band. For example, in [11], the authors chose
the relays by optimally allocating the energy and bandwidth
resources based on the available channel state information,
this design is proposed for the resource constrained net-
works. In [12], the authors incorporated both user traffic
demands and the physical channel realizations in a cross
layer design to select the best relay, the approach is designed
for a cellular system operating in a frequency-selective slow-
fading environment.

To the best of our knowledge, a cross-layer study of the
optimal relaying distance at THz frequencies has not been
conducted before. Millimeter-wave (mmWave) technology
(30 to 300 GHz), is the closest existing technology. Several
similarities are shared between THz-band communication
and mmWave-band communication. For instance, both tech-
nologies are designed for high data rate (up to multi-Tbps
and multi-hundred-Gbps respectively) communication, also,
both technologies suffer tremendous path loss, and, thus,
require very high directivity antennas to overcome this
limitation. However, there are several differences between
mmWave and THz-band communication networks, which

arise from the fact that at THz frequencies DAs are simul-
taneously needed in transmission and reception to complete
any meaningful data transaction.

In [13] and [14], the authors mainly considered the cross
layer design from physical layer characteristics to MAC
layer protocols, network layer performance was not con-
sidered. The authors in [15] considered cross layer design
from PHY until multi-hop MAC, however, they assumed
that multiple short hops can attain higher throughput without
considering the increased queueing delay following by this
assumption. In [16], the authors introduced a cross-layer
model to determine network link connectivity as a function
of the locations of relays, the approach take into accounts for
two unique peculiarities of mmWave including interference
and blockage, which, as introduced before, weakened in the
THz-band communication network.

3. System Model

In this section, we firstly provide a brief introduction
of the network scenario. Then, we introduce the highly
DAs, which are considered to overcome extremely high
path loss in THz-band communication networks. We express
the DAs’ characteristics, such as antenna gain and antenna
beam width, as functions of the transmission distance, which
affects the performance of multi-hop queueing system in
the network layer. In the end of this section, we include
the design of neighbor discovery with highly DAs for the
reason that the highly DAs brought us new issues when it
comes to the network layer design regarding the process of
neighbor discovery.

3.1. Network Topology and Operation

We consider that all the nodes are randomly distributed
in a flat area following a spatial Poisson distribution. Each
node periodically switches between transmission (TX) mode
and receiving (RX) mode. A node in TX mode, i.e., with
data to transmit, checks whether a Clear-To-Send (CTS)
frame from the intended receiver has been recently received.
We consider that a CTS frame is valid for duration of facing
time. The transmitter who has data to send to a receiver, can
only proceed with DATA frame transmission after receiving
a valid CTS frame from that receiver, otherwise, the trans-
mitter listens to the channel until the reception of a new
CTS frame. A node in RX mode periodically broadcasts its
status by CTS frame. We showed in [10] that such receiver-
initiated MAC outperforms more conventional transmitter-
initiated protocols when the channel bandwidth is not a
constraint, but synchronization between devices is.

A fixed number of nodes operate as relays, who, on the
one hand, help to relay other nodes’ packets, and on the
other hand, also generate their own packets. As opposed
to relays, the rest of nodes will never relay other nodes’
packets. The network is formed as an ad-hoc architecture,
whose coverage range can be extended with the help of the
relays. As shown in Fig. 1, the relays are marked as black
nodes, and are uniformly distributed in the whole network
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Figure 1: Network Architecture

to guarantee the network connection of any node from any
direction. The rest nodes are marked as blue nodes, within
which we picked two as the source and the destination for
our multi-hop end-to-end (E2E) link analysis and are colored
in red. The goal of this paper is to determine the optimal
relay transmission range for such a network with multi-hop
E2E links.

3.2. Channel and DA Models

The unique distance-dependent characteristic of THz
communication is caused by the physics of the channel.
The propagation of electromagnetic waves at THz-band
frequencies is mainly affected by molecular absorption,
which is transmission distance dependent and frequency
selective [18]. We consider that transmitters operate at the
first absorption defined window above 1 THz. The 3 dB
window bandwidth varies with the distance dT , i.e., longer
transmission distance results in a narrower 3 dB bandwidth
window, see Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: 3 dB bandwidth as a function of transmission range

Molecular absorption results in both molecular absorp-
tion loss and molecular absorption noise, both of which, are
transmission distance dependent parameters. In particular,
based on the THz-band channel model introduced in [6],
the signal power at a transmission distance dT from the
transmitter, Pr is given by

Pr (dT ) =

∫
B(dT )

St (f) |Hc (f, dT )|2Gt (dT )Gr (dT ) df,

(1)

where St(f) is the single-sided power spectral density
(p.s.d) of the transmitted signal, B(dT ) stands for the 3 dB
bandwidth in respect of different transmission range. f
refers to frequency and Hc(f, dT ) refers to the THz-band
channel frequency response, which is given by

Hc (f, dT ) =

(
c

4πfdT

)
exp

(
−kabs (f) dT

2

)
, (2)

where c refers to the speed of light and kabs(f) is the molec-
ular absorption coefficient of the medium. This parameter
depends on the molecular composition of the transmission
medium, i.e., the type and concentration of molecules found
in the channel and is computed as in [6]. Gt(dT ) and
Gr(dT ) refer to the gain of transmitter antenna and receiver
antenna respectively, which are transmission distance depen-
dent parameters.

Similarly, the molecular absorption noise power Nr(dT )
at a distance dT from the transmitter, which can be modeled
as additive, Gaussian, colored and correlated to the trans-
mitted signal [8], is given by

Nr (dT ) =

∫
B(dT )

(SNB (f) + SNI (f, dT )) |Hr (f)|2 df,

(3)
where it is taken into account that the total molecular ab-
sorption noise is contributed by the background atmospheric
noise p.s.d., SNB and the self-induced noise p.s.d., SNI , and
are computed as described in [8].

To overcome the very high molecular absorption loss
over long distances and increase the signal to noise ratio
(SNR), highly DAs are applied to both transmitters and re-
ceivers with gains as Gt(dT ) and Gr(dT ). Thus, an accurate
set of antenna parameters need to be calculated by satisfying
the condition that the received signal strength should surpass
the received signal power threshold, i.e.,∫

B(dT )

St (f)
c2

(4πdT f)
2 e
−kabs(f)dTGt (dT )Gr (dT ) df

≥ Nr (dT )SNRmin,
(4)

where SNRmin stands for the minimum SNR threshold
(10 dB in our analysis). In order to guarantee the per-
formance of highly directive antennas achieved by beam
forming antenna arrays, we derive the required antenna
gain and resulting antenna beam width from the transmis-
sion distance, transmitted signal power and the SNRmin
threshold. Without loss of generality, the antenna gains of
the transmitter and the receiver are considered as identi-
cal and constant over the 3 dB frequency window, i.e.,
Gt(dT ) = Gr(dT ) = G(dT ). In this case, the desired
antenna gain can be expressed as:

G(dT ) ≥

√√√√ Nr (dT )SNRmin∫
B(dT )

St (f) c2

(4πdT f)2 e−kabs(f)dT df
. (5)
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We consider that the beamforming antenna array at each
regular node is a nearly broadside planar array [19], the
directivity of the DA can be approximated as:

D(dT ) =
4π

ΩA(dT )
=

4π

θh(dT )φh(dT )
≥ G(dT ), (6)

where ΩA(dT ) refers to the array solid beam angle, θh(dT )
and φh(dT ) are the Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) in
the elevation plane and azimuthal plane, respectively. If we
assume the HPBW in the elevation plane and azimuthal
plane are identical, i.e., θh(dT ) = φh(dT ) = ∆θ(dT ), the
beam width of the DA can be calculated as follows:

∆θ(dT ) ≤

√√√√√4π

√√√√∫B(dT )
St (f) c2

(4πdT f)2 e−kabs(f)dT df

Nr (dT )SNRmin
.

(7)

3.3. Neighbor Discovery with DAs

We consider that the deafness problem is partially over-
come by utilizing high-speed turning DAs, as we recently
proposed in [10]. The turning speed of DAs is designed to
guarantee at least a complete transmission process during
one sector time of DAs. As we introduced in Sec. 3.1, each
node switches between TX mode and RX mode periodically.
In order to increase the facing probability, we assume that
when a node is in the TX mode, it turns in the clockwise di-
rection. In contrast, when a node is in the RX mode, it turns
in the counter clockwise direction. However, as illustrated
in Fig. 3, the opposite turning directions of transmitter and
receiver do not necessarily guarantee that they will face each
other. The angle difference between transmitter and receiver
plays an important role in the facing problem as well. When
turning at same speed in opposite directions, the transmitter
and receiver will only meet under the condition that their
initial angle difference is π.

Figure 3: Facing Possibility

In light of this observation, we further specify that the
turning speed of transmitter and receiver must be different,
thus, the angle difference between transmitter and receiver
will change toward a trend of higher possibility of facing if
they fail to face in current turning circle. The time duration

t for the transmitter and receiver to face each other is
calculated by satisfying:∥∥∥∥ (θstarttx + ωtxt)

2π

∥∥∥∥+ π =

∥∥∥∥ (θstartrx − ωrxt)
2π

∥∥∥∥ , (8)

where θstarttx and θstartrx represent the initial angle of trans-
mitter and receiver respectively, with turning speed of ωtx
and ωrx, and ‖‖ is the modulus symbol.

Besides facing, mode matching is another requirement
for communication between transmitter and receiver. To
avoid the worst scenario that two neighbors always have
exactly the same TX/RX modes distribution in time, we
need to shift the nodes’ time schedule from each other. One
approach is to randomly setup each node at the starting stage
of the network, another one is to switch the node’s mode
from TX mode to RX mode once there is no package stored
in its buffer. The detail neighbor discovery protocol will not
involved in this paper.

4. Cross-layer Analysis of Relaying Strategies

The highly DAs, as introduced above, help both trans-
mitters and receivers to overcome the tremendous path loss,
and thus, extend transmission ranges from several meters
to several tens of meters. However, the directional commu-
nication property of transceivers highly reduce the relayed
packets delivery rate, since the relays will only send out
packets after they receives the CTS packet from receiver
which could be the next relay or the destination. This is
to say, the relay will never remove the first packet from
the buffer unless it just received the CTS packet from
the direction in which it is facing at and is exactly the
destination of its first packet. For this reason, the directivity-
sensitive buffer and queueing system will be needed to better
arrange the packets flow. In this section, we first design
the directivity-sensitive buffer, and then, the corresponding
directive-sensitive queueing system, which provide us a
more concise and effective way for the further analysis of
multi-hop E2E link queueing performance.

4.1. Directivity-sensitive Buffer and Queueing Sys-
tem

As shown in Fig. 4, packets are firstly classified accord-
ing to their destination’s direction when enter the buffer.
This process will be achieved once each node collects com-
plete information of its neighbors during previous neighbor
discovery process. Then, the classified packets are further
passed to sub-buffers in respect of different directions. The
number of sub-buffers is the same as the number of sectors
within one circle of the directive antenna and is calculated
as:

Nsector(dT ) =
2π

∆θ(dT )
. (9)

The MAC protocol [10] will be embedded in the sched-
uler which schedules packets exchanges with next relay or
destination.
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Figure 4: Directivity-sensitive Buffer and Queueing System

With previous design of directivity-sensitive buffer, the
relayed packet to different directions will not interfere
each other, and in this case, the queueing system can be
transferred from previous complex system (as illustrated in
Fig. 1), which handle relayed packets from all direction to
all direction, to a simpler one that only deals with packets
whose destination are in one certain direction (as shown in
Fig. 4).

The distance between source and destination is denoted
as D, and λd refers to the node density on D. Since the
nodes location follows poisson distribution, the expected
distance between relays on D is calculated as:

E{d} =
1

λd
, (10)

thus, E{hop}, the expected hop number between source and
destination on D is:

E{hop} =
D

dT
|dT ≥ E{d}. (11)

Therefore, E{hop}− 1 relays participate in the process
of relaying packets from source to destination within an
E2E link who has totally E{hop} hops in between. Besides
relaying other nodes’ packets, each relay may generate
packets to the same direction as well.

To avoid the inefficient queueing delay in the buffer, a
sliding window is utilized. All packets in the buffer, consist-
ing of relayed packets and locally generated packets, need
to be successfully delivered to the next relay or destination
within their facing time. In our analysis, we consider this
to be equal to the minimum sector time for one complete
transmission:

Tminsector(dT ) =
Npackets(dT )Lpackets +NcontrolLcontrol

R(dT )

+ 2Tprop(dT ),
(12)

where R(dT ) refers to the data-rates in the 3 dB frequency
window. Tprop(dT ) is the signal propagation delay for a
distance of dT . Lpackets and Lcontrol represents the frame
length of the DATA packet and the control packets (e.g.,
CTS and ACK) respectively. Ncontrol is the number of
control packets during the process of transmission, two,
in our case, since sliding window is applied in our MAC

protocol. Npackets(dT ) refers to the number of packets need
to be delivered to next node within Tminsector(dT ), which is:

Npackets(dT ) = λgT
min
circle(dT ) + λrT

min
sector(dT ), (13)

where λg and λr stand for local packet generation rate and
relayed packet generation rate respectively, and they inter-
relate each other as:

λr = E{hop}λg. (14)

Knowing the number of sectors within one circle, which is
given by (9), the minimum circle time can be calculated as:

Tmincircle(dT ) = Tminsector(dT )Nsector(dT ). (15)

By inserting (13), (14) and (15) back to (12), and arranging
Tminsector(dT ) to one side, the equation can be simplified as:

Tminsector(dT ) =
2 (Lcontrol +R(dT )Tprop(dT ))

R(dT )− λgLpackets (Ehop(dT ) +Nsector(dT ))
,

(16)
which indicates that the denominator of (16) need to be a
positive value, and, thus:

λg ≤
R(dT )

Lpackets (Ehop(dT ) +Nsector(dT ))
. (17)

4.2. Directive Queueing Model

With previous cross layer analysis, we illustrated the per-
formance of each directivity-sensitive relay in respect of the
unique distance-dependent property. In this section, we will
introduce the directivity-sensitive E2E link’s performance
based on the multi-hop analysis.

For the reason that the transmission of the sliding win-
dow will only start by receiving the CTS from the receiver
and that there will always have sufficient transmission time
with our design, it will be almost impossible to fail during
transmission. The interference, unlike that in the mmWave,
is much smaller by considering the much narrower beam
width for both transmitter and receiver. The blockage will
no longer be a issue of failure, since the very fast data-rates
in THz-band communication networks results in a scenario
that any moving object seems stable. Thus, the Markov chain
of our case is shown in Fig. 5, the detail analysis will be
illustrated in APPENDIX A.
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Figure 5: Markov chain representation of the system

The generator matrix is:

Q =

[
−λTRL(i) λTRL(i)

µTRL(i) −µTRL(i)

]
, (18)

where λTRL(i) refers to the total arrival rate of the ith relay
which is marked as RL(i) and µTRL(i) is the total departure
rate of RL(i). The probability vector can be calculated as:

π =
[
π0 πk

]
,

k = λg

(
1 +NRL

(
iD − (i+1)i

2 dT

DNsector(dT )
−

(i−1)i
2

NA − 1

))
.

(19)

Since the steady-state probabilities are independent of
time, we have 0 = πQ, which can be extended as:{

−π0λ
T
RL(i) + πkµ

T
RL(i) = 0

π0λ
T
RL(i) − πkµ

T
RL(i) = 0

, (20)

giving that λTRL(i) = µTRL(i), we can solve (20) as π0 =

πk = 1
2 . We consider the average number of packets in the

queueing system is K, we have:

K(dT ) = 0π0 + kπk

=
1

2
λg

(
1 +NRL

(
iD − (i+1)i

2 dT

DNsector(dT )
−

(i−1)i
2

NA − 1

))
.

(21)
Based on the Little’s theorem, the average time that a packet
spends in the queueing system is denoted as T which is
calculated as:

T (dT ) =
K

λTRL(i)

=
1

2
Tu, (22)

where Tu is the time unite and in our case Tu =
Tmincircle(dT ). Thus, the total queueing delay is:

T totalQ (dT ) = T (dT )E{hop} = Tmincircle(dT )
D

2dT
, (23)

and the throughput for the packets generated from S to D
is calculated as:

SQ(dT ) =
1× Lpackets
T totalQ (dT )

=
Lpackets2dT

DTminsector(dT )Nsector(dT )
.

(24)
For the reason that the transmission distance, as the key

parameter, deeply affects the cross-layer properties from the
channel, the DA and the physical, link and network layers
and interrelates all THz properties. It is extremely complex

to form a closed-form solution for the optimal relaying
distance, thus, we utilize the numerical analysis to solve
this problem.

5. Numerical Results

In this section, unless otherwise stated, we consider
a network as introduced above with the following system
parameters (Table 1):

TABLE 1: Simulation Parameters

Notation Parameter Value
fc central frequency 1.0345 [THz]
D distance between source and destination 100 [m]

SNRmin SNR threshold 10 [dB]

As indicated in Fig. 6, for any fixed generation rate λg
which satisfies the condition defined in (17), the throughput
is a function of transmission range dT , and there exists an
optimal throughput which suggests the preferred transmis-
sion range. With an increasing transmission power energy,
the throughput will be improved on each dT , since more
packets will be successfully received with much higher
SNR than the threshold.
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Figure 6: Throughput as a function of transmission range

With an increasing packet generation rate λg, the optimal
throughput, as shown in Fig. 7, will gradually decrease.
Since more sector time need to be scheduled for a larger
sliding window containing more DATA packets, meaning
that, it will take longer time to face, again, towards the
same direction, and the efficiency of a packet transmission
will drop correspondingly. Again, higher transmission power
energy leads to higher optimal throughput, but it will not
change the trend that smaller packets generation rate is
always preferred.

The optimal transmission range with respect of the pack-
ets generation rate is illustrated in Fig. 8, from which we
observe that the optimal transmission range increases with
the growing of packets generation rate. This property indi-
cates that less relays are expected in a heavier load system.
With the increasing of the transmission power energy, the
optimal transmission range will growing correspondingly.
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Figure 7: Optimal Throughput
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Figure 8: Optimal Transmission Range

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have explored optimal relaying strate-
gies for THz-band communication networks. Based on the
unique distance-dependent behavior of THz-band commu-
nication networks, a mathematical framework has been de-
vised and analyzed to derive the optimal relaying distance
by taking into consideration the cross-layer affects between
the channel, the highly directional antenna and the physical,
link and network layers. The optimal relaying performance
with respect to several factors such as transmission distance,
transmission power energy and packets generation rate has
been numerically investigated. The extensive numerical re-
sults have been presented to illustrate the importance of the
cross-layer design strategies for THz networks.
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APPENDIX A

Assume that RL(x) represents the xth relay, ARL(1)
refers to one sector coverage area of the RL(1), NRL(j) is
the number of nodes in one sector coverage area. ARL(j −
1) +ARL(j) = 2ARL, ARL(0) = AS . The sector coverage
area is constant, we have:

ARL =
d2
T

4
tan

(
∆θ(dT )

2

)
.

Since all nodes are distributed in the whole area follow-
ing the poisson distribution, the number of nodes containing
in each sector coverage area is also constant:

NRL =

NA∑
i=0

i
(λA2ARL)i

i!
e−λA2ARL

=

NA∑
i=0

i

(
λA

d2
T

2 tan
(

∆θ(dT )
2

))i
i!

e
−
(
λA

d2
T
2 tan

(
∆θ(dT )

2

))
.

The traffic flow in a E2E link is analyzed as follows:
For the first relay RL(1), the arrival packets may, on the
one hand, come from source S to the first relay RL(1):

λ
RL(1)
S = λg,

and on the other hand, from other source nodes s to the first
relay. As it shown in Fig. 9, for the source node s who’s
destination is not any of RL or D on the E2E link, the
packet of this s would not be put in this sub-queue.

Figure 9: E2E link traffic flow

λRL(1)
s = λgNRLP {θ(sn → D′) == θ(S → D)}

P{dT ≤ d(sn, D
′) ≤ D}

= λgNRL
1

Nsector(dT )

D − dT
D

= λgNRL
D − dT

DNsector(dT )
,

where P {θ(sn → D′) == θ(S → D)} refers to the prob-
ability that the destination D′ of any other source sn in
ARL(1) aligns the E2E link from S to D, and P{dT ≤
d(sn, D

′) ≤ D} is the probability that sn will relay packets
to D′ by RL(1).

Thus, the total arrival packets to the first relay is λRL(1):

λRL(1) = λ
RL(1)
S + λRL(1)

s

= λg

(
1 +NRL

D − dT
DNsector(dT )

)
,

the total delivered packets to the first relay is µRL(1):

µRL(1) = λgNRL(1)P{dest = RL(1)}

= λgNRL
1

NA − 1
.
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The number of packets delivered from RL(1) to RL(2)
is:

µ
RL(2)
RL(1) = λRL(1) − µRL(1)

= λg

(
1 +NRL

(
D − dT

DNsector(dT )
− 1

NA − 1

))
,

on above analysis, we extend the analysis from the first relay
to the jth relay:

λ
RL(j+1)
RL(j) = µ

RL(j+1)
RL(j)

=


λg

(
1 +NRL

(
D−dT

DNsector(dT ) −
1

NA−1

))
if j = 0

λg

(
1 +NRL

(
jD− (j+1)j

2 dT
DNsector(dT ) −

(j+1)j
2

NA−1

))
if j > 0

.

To summarize, the total arrival rate of the jth relay
λRL(j)T and the total departure rate of the jth relay
µRL(j)T can be calculated as:

λTRL(j) = λRL(j),

µTRL(j) = µ
RL(j+1)
RL(j) + µRL(j) = λRL(j).
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